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LOOALIZATION OF BULLETS' AND SHRAPNEL' BALLS BY 
ONE RADIOGRAPH ON ONE PLATE. 

By CAPTAIN A. HOWARD ,PIRIE. 
Canadian Army Medic(~l Corps. ' 

,MANY bullets and shrapnel balls are found quite,undeformed in the 
wO)ln~ed, and it isthim possible ,to make a rapid localiz,ation, of them 
from a single radiograph on a single plate. It is assumed that such " 
bullets and shrapnel balls are of, constant shape and size. This we 
assume !~om pr):l.ctical' experience during the last fourteen months. To 
carry out t~is method it is necessary to have a key radiograph (fig. 1). 
This :was made by making radiographs of a German' bullet ,and shrapnel 
ball a~' the following distances from the plat~ :- ' 

0, t, 1, It, 2, 2t, 3,,3l, 4, 4t, 5, 5~; and 6 inches. 
, , -

/is fig. 1 is reproduced natural size, it will act as a key radiograph to, 
, those who wish to use the method. ' 

BulZets.--.The diani,eter of a bullet casts a shadow which is propor
tional ,to its distance from the plate, no matter "at what angle th'ebullet 
is lying. The length of the, bullet is no guide as to its depth, but unde~ 
all circumstances, its breadth can be relied upon. ,Consider first a bullet 
whi~~ lies parallel to the ,plate. It has a uniformly cylindrical part 
which at 'one" end tapers to, a, point, and at t~e other end is b~unt and 
inde~ted.' It is the "uniformly cyUndrica-Lpart which acts as our guide, 
and by measuring its greatest diameter, then compari~g this measure
ment with the corresponding key figure" we get the distance from the 
plate of that part of the bullet measured. ' The bulletsho-qld theoretically 
be in the perpe~dicuiar ray" bu,t for practical purposes, if it is within 
six inches,- the error is small and may b!l neglected. With a fine, pair 
of dividers' the greatest diameter of the :shadow is measllred, and the 
dividers ,t~en transferred to the key plate, and there placed on the buUet 
shadow, which they fit exactly. "The distance of the bullet under con- ~ 

sideration from the plate is then the same as the known distance of the 
'bullet in: the key plate. To find the other'two dimensions in space; the 
radiograph ~ust be made' with cross wires' and the perpendicular ray , 
falling on the cross. Join ,by a, line the centre of the bUllet to the 
crossing ofthecross wires, and calculate as follows (fig. 2) :-
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5.82 Clinical and other Notes 

" The point D can now be rnarkea on the radiograph: along the line 
joining the ,centre of the bullet to the crossing of the cr9Jls wires. By 
measuring the distance of Dfrom the cross wires, the two otherdimen-
sions in space are obtained. ' 

,A 

·th ;' 

B o c 
FIG. 2. 

'A B'is the perpendicular ray. 
B is the intersection of the cross wires. 
E is the centre of the bullet. 
C is its shadow. ,-
DE is the depth 'as found above. 

BC (AB - ED) , \ 
BD = AB' 

E 1----71" 

A 

,FIG. 3. 

Join AB and measure it, say = 5 in. 
, Suppose the depth. has been found from the key plate equal to 5 in., and tliat the 

perpendicular ray wa,s 20 in., then the actual position of the bullet from the above 
formula- \" 

= 5 (2~0- 5) = 3~in. , 

Measure fro~ A 3!/:in. to the point C. Draw CE and CD perpendicular to the cross 
wires. EO alld OD,are the other two dimensions required, and can be measured with 
a foot rule. . 

As an example, take a plate showing the cross wires and b~ll~t. as 
, in fig. 3. 

Shrapnel Balls.-The same method 'can' be used for shrapnel balls 
provided that they are 'not deformed. Experience' has proved that 
when they are ,slightly deformed a practical result if.? obtainable. If one 
wished to be theoretically correct as to the depth of the shrapnel ball, 
one would have to use a formula which is much too 'long for everyday 
use. 'It is as follows :~ 

'.In fig. 4 the cross wires and the oval. shadow of the round ball are 
shown. Join A to the lo~g diameter of the eclipse. 
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OZinicaZ and other Not'es 583 

The Degree oiBlurring of the Shadow.-On occasions during'a rush' 
time we have made mor~ than eighty radiographs in a day. At such a 

.. time' when only one radiograph had been made ofa patient, we have been 
able to form an estimate of the depth of a piece of shrapnel or bomb by 
considering the degree of blurring of its shadow. Fig. 1 shows hoW-the 
degree of blurring increases as the bullet is placed farther from ,the plate. 

i At the same time one can estimate how still the patient has kept by the 
blurring or sharpness of one of his bones near the shrapnel. 'When the 

i ' foreign body is in th~;chest or abdomen no reliance can be' placed on 
the degree of blur~ing. One would not advocate serious localization by 
'such a method, but during rush times it has proved of practical value. 

FIG. ,4.' 

Let r = radius of shrapnel ball (a known quantity). 
" x = distance o£.centre of ball from plate.' 

Call distance AC = A. 
Call length of perpendicular ray used = C. 
Call distance AB == D. ' 

Then x = 0-~ (,,j C" + 0" + ,j C~ + A2) 
A - DC' 

An electro,magnet installed in the operating room, supplied by thirty 
amperes' 110' v AC., has saved ,the nllcessity ofmaIiy locali~ations 'by 
X-rays. The tremor of a bullet two to three in~hes below the surface can ' 
be felt so th~t no X~~ay locallzation is required. By means of a modified 
Hughes balance, I have 'also been able to locate a bullet two inches from 
the surface and even recognize a, mass of metal at, five inches. The 
Hughes balance responds tolead and brass when they are superficial, but 
beyond one'.inch I l;1ave not found it of practical value for these metals. 

, Conclus2ons.-(1) Bullets and shrapnel balls of the present war can be 
localized by a single radiograph. (2), The degree of blurring of the image, 
is useful for estimating the depth' of a foreign body. (3) The electro

, vibrator of Bergonie (elec,tro-magnet) saves many localizations by X-rays. 
(4) The Hughes balance in a m'odified form is useful for locating foreign 
bodies.' , 
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